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We

school

Reading

Re d on

Power up
1

music

3

Match the school subjects with the photos.

computer studies geography

history maths
science
A

B

Read the article on page 27 about a school in
Northern Ireland. Match the headings (1–5) with
paragraphs (A–D). There is one extra heading.
1
2
3
4
5

PE

What is a lip dub? B
The story and the music
A great idea
Fun for everyone
Making the lip dub

Skill
Don’t choose an answer just because the paragraph
has the same word. Read the whole paragraph
carefully.

C

4

D

Read the text again. Are the sentences (1–6)
true (T) or false (F)?
1
2
3
4
5
6

‘

Sum up

F

E

People talk on a lip dub. F
Stephen Robinson is a PE teacher.
Friends is the name of a British TV programme.
More than 1,000 students made the lip dub.
Students and adults were in the lip dub.
The students loved making the lip dub.

5

How do you make a school lip dub? Use these
words to help you.

add music to the video choose a song
dance and sing
film different places in the school
tell a story use a digital camera
G

H

You use a digital camera.

Spe k up
6

2

26

Do you think a lip dub of your school is a good
idea? What would you like to show in your
school? Can you think of a song you would like
to use?

Do you do any subjects that aren’t here?
What are your favourite subjects?
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How do you tell the world your school is special? Make a ‘lip dub’ video! That’s
what the students and teachers from the Friends’ School in Lisburn, Northern
Ireland did. The result was an overnight Internet hit!

A

C

When PE teacher Stephen Robinson
decided to make a lip dub about Friends’
School in Lisburn, the students were very
excited. Their 11-minute video tells the
story of a girl’s first day at their school.
She arrives at the school, the door opens
and the music begins. The teachers at the
Friends’ school weren’t surprised when
their students chose the music from the
American TV programme Friends. At their
school friends are important.

Nearly 1,000 students and teachers worked
on the lip dub. The students wrote their
ideas on big boards and decided which
places in the school they wanted to show.
They made it with a digital camcorder, a
tripod and a computer. The cameraperson
filmed the students in classrooms, the
science lab and the gym. There was Irish
dancing, gymnastics and rock climbing.
Even the cooks from the school canteen
danced and sang. In the first 48 hours more
than 65,000 people watched it.

B
A lip dub is a kind of music video. A
group of people sing and dance and a
cameraperson films them. Later a filmmaker
adds the original song to the video. In the
video you hear the original song. You don’t
hear the people on the video. The idea for
the first school lip dub came from Germany.
You can watch some school lip dubs on
Internet sites such as YouTube.

D
The lip dub ends at the sports field.
The students and teachers are dancing,
running, singing and having fun. They say
they enjoyed every minute of the video.
Some students described it as a fantastic
and amazing experience. One thing is sure:
they all love their school.

Switch on
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Vocabulary
School
1

nd educ tion

Read Amy’s email to her friend Lucas about her
new school. Choose the correct answer.

3.1 Nathan is giving a tour of the school to a
new student. Where are they? Number the places
in the correct order.
canteen
classroom
gym 1

2
3

5

library
science lab
Hi, Lucas
Do you like the photo?
I don’t like 1) wearing/
doing a school
uniform, especially
when it’s hot. Apart
from that my new
school is great and
I’m 2) having/learning
Spanish! We had a quiz
yesterday and I won. I 3) did/got a prize. The
only problem is, we 4) have/write a lot of
homework. I hope I do well in the exam. I really
want to 5) do/get a good mark.
See you soon
Amy

3.2 Listen and check your answers.
Find these things in the picture. One thing
isn’t there!

board desk mark notebook
pencil case school uniform timetable
1
2

3

4

5

Word XP
We can sometimes put two words together to
make a compound noun. They can be together
or separate.

6

classroom science lab

6

Find more compound nouns on this page.

G me on
4

get
1
2
3
4
5

28

Say a word from this page. Your partner says a
word or phrase that goes with it. You get one
point for a correct phrase.

Complete the phrases in 1–5 with these verbs.

have/do

have/do

learn

wear

write

homework, an exam/a test
a school uniform, a tie
on the board, in your notebook
a language, French
a good mark, a prize

uniform – wear a uniform!

Spe k up
7

Where do you go when you have a break at school?
Where do you go to meet friends at school?
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Grammar
Gr mm r XP

4

1 Emma / have an exam / Monday?
2
3
4
5

Past simple
Use the past simple of be for something that started
and finished in the past.
X The result was an overnight Internet hit.
Z The teachers at the Friends’ School weren’t surprised.
y Was he at school yesterday? Yes, he was./No, he
wasn’t.

5

3.3 Listen and repeat these past simple
verbs. Do they end in /d/, /t/ or /ɪd/?

2

Complete the conversation. Use was/were or
wasn’t/weren’t.

was
Jack:
How 1)
school today, Elena?
Elena: It 2)
great but I 3)
in class.
Jack:
4)
you in an exam?
Elena: No, I 5)
. I 6)
in a
lip dub!
Jack:
A lip dub? Cool.
Elena: Yes. Sam 7)
in it, too. He was a
breakdancer.
Jack:
8)
Hannah and Adam there,
too?
Elena: No, they 9)
. They had an exam.
What did Emma do last week? Write affirmative
and negative sentences.

she / see her friends / Tuesday?
she / finish her homework / Wednesday?
Emma and Adrian / play tennis / Thursday?
Emma and her friends / go to a party / Friday?

Complete the article in a school magazine with
the correct form of the verbs.

be come get
make not speak

go

Why I love Milton
High School

Some irregular verbs do not use -ed.
X The students wrote their ideas on big boards.
Z He didn’t write in his notebook.
y Did she find her bag? Yes, she did./No, she didn’t.

1

Did Emma have an exam on Monday?
Yes, she did.

arrive

Add -ed to form the regular past simple, but be
careful of spelling changes.
X Nearly 1,000 students and teachers worked on
the lip dub.
Z She didn’t dance in the video.
y Did they watch the lip dub? Yes, they did./No, they
didn’t.

1
2
3
4
5

school

Make questions and short answers.

p. 136

Talking about the past

3

We

I’m a new student in this school and I
came
love it. I 1)
here from
Bogota in Colombia because my dad
2)
a job at the university.
When I 3)
, the teachers and
the students 4)
great. I
5)
the language but I soon
6)
lots of friends. In the first
week I 7)
to three parties.
Now I love speaking English.

Write on
6

Write three things you did or didn’t do yesterday.

I had an exam yesterday.
I di dn’t see my friends.

Monday: have an exam ✓
Tuesday: see her friends ✗
Wednesday: finish her homework ✓
Thursday: play tennis with Adrian ✗
Friday: go to a party with friends ✓

29
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Listening
Power up
1

Read the sentences about different schools.
Are they true for you? Do you like the ideas?

Skill
Read the questions and decide what type of
information you are looking for. Is it an adjective, a
place, a person or a time?

4

1 José is Grace’s cousin .
2 Grace thought the
were big.
3 Grace went on holiday to
4 José’s classes started at
finished at
.
5 José did his homework in the

Mei, China
We have two hours for lunch.

Liam, Australia
My summer holidays start in December.

Complete the sentences.

5

in the school
.
and
.

3.6 Listen again and check your answers.

Gr mm r XP

Anton, Russia

p. 136

Past simple questions

We don’t wear a uniform.

Use was/were and was/wasn’t with the verb be.
Was it good? Yes, it was./No, it wasn’t.
Use did + infinitive to ask questions with other
verbs.
Did you see the gym? Yes, I did./No, I didn’t.

Camille, France
I go to school on Saturday.

Use wh- questions + did + infinitive.
Where did you stay?
Some past simple questions use time phrases: last
week, two hours ago, last year.
What did you do after school?

José, Mexico
I go to school in the afternoon.

Adanna, Nigeria

6

1
2
3
4
5

I finish school at 5 p.m.

Listen up
2

3.4 Listen to Grace talking to a friend about
a school she visited. Which student in Exercise 1
does she mention?

3

3.5 Listen again and answer the questions.
1
2
3
4
5

30

What was Grace’s holiday like?
Where did she go at the weekend?
What was the canteen food like?
What did Grace do in the morning?
What did they do after school?

Match the questions with the answers.

7

Where did you meet?
When did you leave?
What did you do?
What was the food like?
How much was it?

a
b
c
d
e

At two o’clock.
We had lunch.
£3.50.
It was amazing.
In the canteen.

Which question asks for:
a
b
c
d
e

a price? 5
a time?
an action?
a place?
a description?
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Speaking

3

Power up
1

last night

Did you have an exam yesterday?
Yes, I did./No, I didn’t.

Spe k up
4

two hours ago
in the gym in bed

5
Yes, I was.

6

English
last
night
to the
library

you
Did

yesterday

have
your
friend

an exam
last
week

go
PE

Di d you have an exam yesterday?

were you at lunchtime?
won the game?
did you do today?
did you go?

Look at the underlined information. Think of
questions for the answers.

2
3
4
5
6

How many questions can you make in three
minutes? You get one point for each question.

speak

Where

1 I went to the cinema.

No, I wasn’t.

2

3.7 Listen to the conversation. Complete
the questions.
1
2
3
4

in the canteen

Were you in the
gym last night?

school

Ask and answer your questions in Exercise 2
with a partner.

Look at the places and choose a time. Ask and
answer questions with a partner.

at 8 o’clock this
morning

We

?

Where di d you go?

I was at home last night.
I finished at nine o’clock.
I played a football game.
I saw my friends.
I had pizza and salad for lunch.

Work with a partner. Ask and answer questions in
the past simple. Use the prompts below.
Student A:
what / you / do / after school yesterday?
who / you / see / at the weekend?
when / you / finish / your homework / last night?
Student B:
what TV programme / you / watch / yesterday?
what / you / eat / last night?
where / you / go / after school yesterday?

Skill
Remember to speak clearly and if you don’t
understand, ask Could you repeat the question,
please? or Could you say that again, please?

7

Work with a partner. Student A, look at page 132.
Student B, look at page 142. Follow the
instructions.

31
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Writing

3

Power up
1

What after-school club does your school have?

2

Read about Australian student Chelsea’s first day
at a new school in Canada. Find these words and
phrases.

after science after that at lunchtime
before first then

Put the things Chelsea did in the correct order.
A
B
C
D
E
F

had a history test
went to the glee club
went to the science lab
had PE
had a maths class 1
had a break

Pl n on
4

Read this list. What do you like at school?
Add two more ideas.

I like ...

doing sport
going on school trips
making friends
getting good marks
cooking
joining new clubs
singing in class
doing science experiments

Monday
My first day at school in
Canada and I was very
nervous.
The students were great
but they couldn’t understand my English!
The teachers gave us a timetable. First we had
a maths class. Then we went to the science
lab. It was brilliant and I enjoyed doing the
experiment. After science we had a break and
I met some students from the after-school
glee club. They sing and dance. They asked me
lots of questions about Australia and wanted
to know my favourite pop group. After that we
had two hours of PE. We played football but I
didn’t play very well!
At lunchtime we went to the canteen. I ate
lots because I was hungry after football.
When we went back to class we had a history
test. The teacher was nice but the test was
difficult!
Before I left, I went to the glee club to see my
new friends. Everybody was very friendly and I
sang a song. They all liked it!

5

What did you do at school last week?
What didn’t you do? Write sentences.

Last week I went on a school trip.
I di dn’t sing in class.

6

Read the advert for a competition in the school
magazine. Choose the correct answer.

Did you have a great
day at school?
We want to hear all about it.
What did you do? Who did you
meet? Why was it good? Write
a
paragraph and send it to us.
We have cinema tickets for the
best writer!

32
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school

1 The magazine wants students to
write …
A a blog.
B a paragraph.
C a letter.

Switch on
welcome to our school

2 For the competition, students can
write about …
A a difficult day at school.
B their first day at school.
C a very good day at school.

Write on
7

Write a paragraph about a great day
at school for the school magazine. Use
the ideas in Exercise 4 and the words
from the Language XP.

1

You are going to watch a lip dub of the Friends’
School in Lisburn, Northern Ireland. What and
who do you think you will see? Watch and check.

a choir a DJ a science teacher
balloons the gym the head teacher

L ngu ge XP
Ordering events

First …
Then …
After that …
Before break/lunch/maths
After break/lunch/maths
At break time/lunchtime

2

Choose the correct answer.
1 At the beginning of the video, some students
are going into/coming out of school.
2 The lip dub involved nearly one hundred/
thousand pupils.
3 PE teacher Stephen Robinson made the lip dub
with ex-pupil/producer Matthew Good.
4 Stephen saw a great lip dub video on YouTube
from Canada/Columbia.
5 The aim of the lip dub was to help students find
a happy place/space.
6 The students found the filming experience
unforgettable/unbelievable.

Skill
What do you want to write about? Make a list.
Then put the list in the correct order.

3

What do you think the students enjoyed most
when they made their lip dub?

Project
4

Work in small groups. Imagine you are going
to make a lip dub about your school. Decide
where you want to film and who is in it. Think
of some music you can use. Make a poster
of your ideas and present it to the class. You
could make a video of each presentation and
decide who has the best idea.
Where? the science lab, the canteen and the sports
field
Who? students, teachers, the people who work in
the canteen
What music? We want to use … because …

33
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